
Third Grade 2020-2021
Quarter 4

LCPS PACING GUIDE FOR DL

WEEK MINI LESSON/
READ ALOUD/

Reading Lesson

SHARED
READING

GRAMMAR/
Phonics

WRITING MATH CONTENT SEL
Secondstep.org
Class Meeting

Guide

April 12-16
(April 12th
Student
Holiday, April
16th
Asynchronou
s Day)

SOL: 3.5c-j, 3.5l
Differentiate
between fiction
and nonfiction

Topic: Test Prep
Genre: Fiction
Text

Sessions 1-4

*determine which
genre we need,
which parts of the
genre

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Genre: Recipe

Text: The
Search

3.6a - identify
author’s
purpose

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

New Unit:
Baby Literary

Essay

Free write,
Sessions 4
Thesis Reteach
Lesson
3.8a - engage in
writing as a
process
3.8b - identify
audience and
purpose
3.8c - use a
variety of
prewriting
strategies
3.8d - use
organizational
strategies to
structure writing
according to
type
3.8e write a
clear topic
sentences
stating the main
idea
3.8g use

Review Day
All Ways for Division

MAP Testing April 13
and 14th.

Review/Number
Talks Rounding

Topic: Simple
Machines PBA
SOL: 3.2
(force and
motion)Topic:
Simple
Machines PBA
SOL: 3.2
(force and
motion)



transition words
to vary sentence
structure

April 19-23 SOL:  3.5c-j, 3.5l,
3.6a,c-h
Topic: Test Prep
Genre: Fiction
M-W; Nonfiction
Th-F
Text:

Sessions 5-10

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Genre: Recipe

Text: The
Search

3.6a - identify
author’s
purpose

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

Baby Literary
Essay:
Sessions 5-8

3.8d -
organization
3.8j - Revise
3.9a - complete
sentences

3.4 a,b,c,d
Represent mult.
Models, probs 10x10,
fluency with
0,1,2,5,10, single
steps

3.17-Student will
create equations to
represent equivalent
mathematical
relationships

Multiplication POST
TEST  (Friday)

Daily Review:

ROUNDING, 3.1b
round whole
numbers, 9,999 or
less, to the nearest
ten, hundred, and
thousand;

EQUIVALENT
EQUATIONS
3.17 The student will
create equations to
represent equivalent
mathematical
relationships

Wednesday: practice
exit ticket

Topic: Simple
Machines PBA
SOL: 3.2
(force and
motion)Topic:
Simple
Machines PBA
SOL: 3.2
(force and
motion)

Lesson 19



1 Division
1 multiplication
1 2x1 multiplication
and 1 word problem
(division)

April 26-30 SOL:  3.5c-j, 3.5l
3.6a, c-h; 3.3b,
3.4a-d, 3.4f-g
Topic: Test Prep
Genre: NF/Various
Text:

Sessions 11-18

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Genre: Online
Encyclopedia

Text: The
Search

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

Baby Literary
Essay:
Sessions 9-12

SOL:
3.8a - writing
process
3.8b - audience
and purpose
3.8c - prewriting
3.8d -
organization

Fractions
3.2a, b, c
The student will a)
name and write
fractions and mixed
numbers represented
by a model, b)
represent fractions
and mixed numbers,
with models and
symbols; and c)
compare fractions
having like and unlike
denominators, using
words and symbols
with models.

Daily Review
ALL 4 WAYS
3.4a represent
multiplication and
division through 10
× 10, using a variety
of approaches and
models;

Topic: Simple
Machines PBA
SOL: 3.2
(force and
motion)Topic:
Simple
Machines PBA
SOL: 3.2
(force and
motion)

PBA 2
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May 3-7 SOL:
Topic: Reading
Stamina
Genre: fiction/non
fiction
Text:

(fluency,
summarizing; DRA

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Genre: Online
Encyclopedia

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns

Baby Literary
Essay:
Sessions 13-14

SOL:
3.8e - topic
sentence
3.8i - paragraph
3.8 j - revise

Fractions
3.2a, b, c
The student will a)
name and write
fractions and mixed
numbers represented
by a model, b)
represent fractions
and mixed numbers,
with models and

Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence
ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
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Prep/Test Prep
Small Groups)

Text: Web
Search
Results

Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

On Demand
Writing

symbols; and c)
compare fractions
having like and unlike
denominators, using
words and symbols
with models.

Daily Review:
PATTERNS/SUBTRA
CTING ACROSS
ZEROS
3.16 The student will
identify, describe,
create, and extend
patterns found in
objects, pictures,
numbers and tables

a) human
activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2

May 10-14
SOL: 3.5 d
Compare and
contrast settings,
characters, and
events.
3.5 e Summarize
plot events.
3.5 j Identify the
theme.

Topic: Fairytales
Genre: fiction
Text:(Cinderella) -
Prince Cinders

Mufaro’s Beautiful
Daughters

S1: Realism vs
Fantasy

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Text: Web
Search
Results

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

SOL: 3.8 a, b,
c, d

Topic:Fracture
d fairy tale
writing (Once
Upon a Time)

Fractions
3.2a, b, c
The student will a)
name and write
fractions and mixed
numbers represented
by a model, b)
represent fractions
and mixed numbers,
with models and
symbols; and c)
compare fractions
having like and unlike
denominators, using
words and symbols
with models.

Daily Review:

ROUNDING/Division

Topic:Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence
ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
a) human
activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
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S2: Elements of
fairy tales

S3: Compare and
Contrast Setting

S4: Inferring
Character Feelings

3.3b - create and
solve single- and
multi-step problems
using addition and
subtraction

ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2

May 17-21 SOL: 3.5 d
Compare and
contrast settings,
characters, and
events.
3.5 e Summarize
plot events.
3.5 j Identify the
theme.

Topic: Fairytales
Genre: fiction
Text: Billy Goats
Gruff

Three Billy Goats
Fluff (?)

S5: Analyzing
Feeling to

Understand
Characters More

S6: Understanding
Characters
personality

S7: Role
(hero/villain) and

predict what

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Text: Dirt for
Dessert

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

SOL: 3.8 a, b,
c, d

Topic:Fracture
d fairy tale
writing

Fractions
3.2a, b, c
The student will a)
name and write
fractions and mixed
numbers represented
by a model, b)
represent fractions
and mixed numbers,
with models and
symbols; and c)
compare fractions
having like and unlike
denominators, using
words and symbols
with models.

Daily Review:

Post Assessment
Fractions

Topic: Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence
ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
a) human
activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2
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happens next

S8:
Compare/Contrast

Characters

May 24-28 SOL: 3.5 d
Compare and
contrast settings,
characters, and
events.
3.5 e Summarize
plot events.
3.5 j Identify the
theme.

Topic: Fairytales
Genre: fiction
Text: The True
Story of the 3 Little
Pigs, The Three
Little Wolves and
the Big Bad Pig

S9: Readers learn
alongside

characters in their
book

S10: Literary
Language and

vocabulary

S11:
Compare/Contrast

Events

S12: Point of View
in fairy tales

SOL: 3.6a,b,c

Topic:
Non-Fiction

Text: Dirt for
Dessert

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

SOL: 3.8 c, d,
g, 3.9 c, f, g

Topic:Fracture
d fairy tale
writing

Topic: Geometry
SOL: 3.12
(polygons), 3.13
(congruent vs.
non-congruent)

Daily Review:
Place Value/Money

Topic: Topic:
Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence
ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
a) human
activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2
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May 31-
June 4
(May 31st
Memorial Day)

SOL: 3.5 d
Compare and
contrast settings,
characters, and
events.
3.5 e Summarize
plot events.
3.5 j Identify the
theme.

Topic: Fairytales
Genre: fiction
Text:

S13: How different
authors convey the

same messages

S14: IQ lesson:
Fables/Myths/

Legends

S15: How different
authors convey the

same messages

S16: IQ lesson:
Fables/Myths/

Legends

SOL: 3.5a,b,c

Topic: Fiction

Genre:
Poem/Fairy
Tale

Text:
Stepmothers
New Rhythm

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

SOL: 3.8 d, f, g,
3.9 c, f, g

Topic:Fracture
d fairy tale
writing

Final fairytale
is due FRIDAY

Topic:Probability
and Statistics
SOL: 3.14 - The
student will
investigate and
describe the concept
of probability as a
measurement of
chance and list
possible outcomes
for a single event.

Daily Review:
Computation
add,sub,mult, div

Topic: Topic:
Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence
ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
a) human
activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2
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June 7-11 SOL: 3.5 c-j

Topic: Summer
building a reading
life
Genre:
fiction/nonfiction
Text: Poem

SOL: 3.5a,b,c

Topic: Fiction

Genre:
Poem/Fairy
Tale

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and

Topic: Poetry
SOL: 3.8 f

Day 1 - Color
poems

Topic:Probability
and Statistics
SOL:3.15a, b - The
student will (a)
collect, organize, and
represent data in
pictographs or bar
graphs; and (b) read

Topic: Topic:
Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence



Day 1: Saw my
teacher on a
Saturday

Day 2: Shel
Silverstein

Day 3- oh the
places youll go OR
Sunny June

Text:
Stepmothers
New Rhythm

irregular vowel
patterns
Decode
regular
multisyllabic
words

Day 2- I am
poems

Day 3 - Lune
Poems

Day 4 - Vertical
Poem

and interpret data
represented in
pictographs and bar
graphs

Daily Review:
Fractions/Read a
graph

ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
a) human
activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2



Day 4 - ice cream

June 14-15
(15th Last
day of
school)

SOL: 3.5c-j

Topic: Summer
building a reading
life
Genre:
fiction/nonfiction
Text:

No New
Passage

3.9 a, j
Complete
sentences
Spelling
3.3ab
Use
knowledge of
regular and
irregular vowel
patterns
Decode

SOL: 3.8 b, f
Letter writing to
ourselves.

Celebrate Topic:Topic:
Soil
3.8 The student
will investigate
and understand
that natural
events and
humans
influence
ecosystems.
Key ideas
include
a) human



regular
multisyllabic
words

activity affects
the quality of air,
water, and
habitats;
b) water is
limited and
needs to be
conserved;
c) fire, flood,
disease, and
erosion affect
ecosystems;
and
d) soil is a
natural resource
and should be
conserved.

PBA 2


